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My name is Mathew Williams. I am a world class pro footballer, scientst, entrepreneur, and the 
founder of Greatnessity, Inc. I have writen 3 Formatons to explain to anyone how to score goals on 
any opponent at any level of the game. You will be able to score goals, coach, and tactcally 
understand the game on a world class level afer reading this book.

3 Formatons

Consumers prefer football clubs to emulate the model of Locke, Machiavelli, and Petrarch by 
mastering through reason and liberty their experiences of the world in the Machiavellian traditon 
and emulatng the ancients by mastering the classics so as to learn both the right way to conduct their
business and the eloquence to persuade others to follow that same way.

The Way to Achieve Perfecton is through willpower, perfect technique, the most efcient elite team 
tactcs, and practcing straight fundamentals.

The works of Locke, Machiavelli, and Petrarch all teach that the good life is something that can be 
achieved by mankind. Once mankind has experienced enough growth, they are able to accurately 
observe and experience the world. Once they have gathered enough data through their senses, their 
minds begin to work on the data. Then, with the help of reason, they perceive paterns, discovering 
the order and harmony that permeate the universe. Locke was convinced that this underlying order 
exists and that every person, regardless of individual experiences, must reach the same conclusions 
about its nature and structure (Chambers, Hanawalt, Rabb, Woloch, & Tiersten, 2010). Machiavelli, 
taught that business and politcs can be categorized in the same Renaissance traditons as cooking, 
dancing, fencing, and manners. He wrote a manual on business, law, and politcs from this space. The 
Prince explains what a ruler needs to do to win and maintain complete control over his subjects. This 
is the same traditon that leads economists and scientsts to design experiments and studies on 
consumerism as in modern-day capitalism the system is ruled by consumers fears, wants, and needs 
and it is the job of all businesses to fulfll as succinctly as possible the needs of consumers 
guaranteeing that society is well served and provided for so that society can contnue in pursuit of the
good life (Chambers et al., 2010).

Football, a game experiencing considerable, exponental growth, is a global game in which the main 
purpose of every football club is to provide an optmal formula of goals, entertainment, superior skill, 
and made for TV branding for consumpton. Every great team in the history of football played the 
game the exact same way using a system that produced this optmum formula. Football is a mass 
entertainment source that relies on consumer psychology and brand strategy to keep consumers 
tuned in and ensure season tcket holders.

Consumers desire complete players playing Football 2.0 as their most basic operatng principle.
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The Spanish Natonal Team exemplifed this soluton with their wins in three consecutve 
tournaments, Euro 2008, the 2010 World Cup, and Euro 2012. The Spanish Natonal Team proved that
felding as many complete players as possible in complete football systems is the past, present, and 
future of football. By producing a team that played 2-3-5 and playing complete 4 and 5 tool 
ballplayers Spain was able to show in the feld over the course of 4 years and 3 tournaments the 
benefts and best practces for felding complete players in a system designed to produce the best 
results. They lifed 3 trophies en route to their total dominaton of the world football landscape and 
partcipated in and collaborated on a public debate among professionals, the press, and consumers on
whether or not winning with complete players is good for the global game. Spain answered this 
queston with an afrmatve and uterly dominated their rivals in doing so. 

They achieved this success by implementng a top-down system of player development in which every
natonal team player in Spain from the senior team down to the youth level played the game the 
exact same way. A system of producton revolutonized at FC Barcelona and drawn from the ethos of 
Ajax FC and the Dutch system. The Spanish FA bet that through this system they could solve the 
problems inherent in their system and produce complete ballplayers who produced an optmum 
formula of goals, entertainment, superior skill, and made for TV branding. This was essentally 
building Bentleys by a Ford system. A system designed to produce complete ballplayers who had been
painstakingly developed through an artsan process for mass consumpton in TV markets. Elite 
competton every second, every day, every week, every month, every year among athletes striving to 
become complete footballers is the only way for a football club to deliver consumers what they most 
need. Steel sharpens steel and footballers are like weapons that need to be developed through elite 
applicaton of the straight fundamentals then followed by training, sharpening, and fne-tuning to stay
at peak conditon.

This is Fordism redux for professional sports.

The development of complete players is the best practce for football clubs. A complete player is a 
player who has developed themselves through elite competton to trap, dribble, pass, head and 
shoot with world class ability. In the game of football it is easier to win with complete ballplayers than
specialists, players developed for a specialist role in a team. Football is not meant to model society 
with globalizaton and specializaton leading to increased efciency in industry. Football is sport in 
which the athlete strives to become the most complete player at all aspects of the game. Specialists 
only serve to devolve the game. 

Formatons such as 4-2-3-1 and 4-5-1 are inferior formatons because they place heavy emphasis on 
the functonality of specialist players, partcularly in the midfeld. Arrigo Sacchi, “is scathing of the 
modern trend for 4-2-3-1, believing the use of two midfeld 'holders' to provide a platorm for the 
creators as pandering to the egos of those atacking players... Like Lobanovskyi, he values 
'universality' (Wilson, 2008).” Universality or complete players, a player who is the same player no 
mater what positon he is standing in on the feld, has been proven in an academic study, the 
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FOOTBALL STUDY and FOOTBALL STUDY RESEARCH PAPER to be most feared, wanted, and needed by 
consumers. Consumers desire complete players playing Football 2.0 as their most basic operatng 
principle. A player who has developed themselves through elite competton to trap, dribble, pass, 
and shoot with world class ability will always understand and be able to execute the game at a vastly 
superior level to a specialist player. Specialist players only serve to devolve the game; by developing 
and producing a player in a system designed to specialize a player's abilites for a specifc positon 
football clubs produce a diluted, less pure product for consumpton. This results in an inferior 
competton, league, and natonal producton line. Football clubs should implement systems that are 
the most efcient ways to train a player to trap, dribble, pass, and shoot with world-class ability. In 
order to gain a compettve advantage ball clubs must have the most efcient systems of player 
development and analysis. This means that a football club should implement the same systems as the 
ones in place at the Spanish Natonal Team between 2008-2012, most needed by consumers, and an 
optmizaton of the frst two systems tested in simulaton. As football is a mass entertainment source, 
mass producton and mass consumpton of complete ballplayers is possible through natural 
innovaton. Consumers have overwhelmingly voiced their opinion that they desire their football clubs 
to be made up of teams of complete players, not specialists (Williams, 2013; Williams, 2014).

You are playing only the systems that have been scientfcally proven in the market: the game at the 
highest level, most needed by consumers, and an optmizaton of the frst two tested in simulaton 
hundreds of tmes that only lost twice. You are playing this because this is what has been proven in 
the market over 5 years of study to be most efcient. By playing the systems scientfcally proven to 
be most efcient you are leagues ahead of your opponent. You know which system will most lead you
to total victory over your opponent. In football and in business if you allay your own goals to the 
needs of the consumers you will be able to ensure the express delivery of both your own goals and 
the needs of consumers. 

The coaches of the Spanish Natonal Team and FC Barcelona hit upon the oldest popular formaton in 
the game, 2-3-5. 2-3-5 is a formaton that was popular from 1888-1920. Iteratons of it were popular 
from 1925-1950s. This is the formaton that has been proven to be most efcient at winning in the 
game among professionals. It is the base formaton from which the rest of the game operates and 
adheres to the truest principles of the atacking game. We are playing this because its been 
economically proven in the feld from the beginning of the establishment of the game in 1888-1920 
and 2008-2012 as the most efcient formaton in the game. Professionals recognized this formaton 
as solving all of their problems from the beginning of the game. Johann Cryuf, the coaches and 
players at FC Barcelona, Pep Guardiola, and the coaches and players of the Spanish Natonal Team 
recognized this formaton as solving all of their problems and adopted it as a philosophical foundaton
for their teams. Every great team in the history of the game played the game the exact same way 
according to the tactcs and philosophy of this system. Austria's “Wunderteam” in the early 1930's, 
Dynamo Moscow in the 40s, Hungary in the late 40s and early 50s, Viktor Maslov's Dynamo Kiev in 
the 60s, Valeriy Lobanovskyi's Dynamo Kiev in the 60s, Rinus Michel's Ajax, and Arrigo Sacchi's AC 
Milan all played the game the exact same way using a system, tactcs, and ofense that they – the 
players and coaches at these clubs recognized as being the most efcient way for them to win. The 
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following is an excerpt from Jonathan Wilson's artcle ttled “The end of forward thinking” from the 
Guardian. It can be found here: htps://www.theguardian.com/football/2008/jun/08/euro2008 
everything in this artcle is about the development, executon, and popularity of 2-3-5. Parreria thinks 
that the future of football will be 4-6-0. He is wrong. It will be 2-3-5 and an adherence to the truest 
principles of the game. Spain proved this to be true by winning 3 consecutve internatonal trophies. 
2-3-5 is the past, present, and future of football (Williams, 2008; Williams, 2010; Williams, 2012).

Learn more by fnishing the system. Here are the remaining chapter ttles:

Mindset Training

Player – These Are Your Tactcs

Player – Tactcs on Playing a Man Down

Classic Warfare Maneuvers Applicable to Football

The Vertcal Channels

Player – Watch These Games and Read each Game Analysis in Order
to See Spain at Their Best. Focus on the Development of Their 
Tactcs Over 4 Years and Their Goals in Each Game. Each Game 
Analysis Flushes Out the Best Practces for Goalscoring. See for 
Yourself how Footballer’s Tactcs Gels with the Best Practces for 
the Game at the Highest Level.

Included in the Full Version

Player – Watch These Games and Read Each Game Analysis in Order
to See the Most Efcient Way to Atack From a Defensive Positon 

https://www.theguardian.com/football/2008/jun/08/euro2008
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in Football. Focus on the Development of Their Tactcs Over 5 Years 
and Their Goals in Each Game. Each Game Analysis Flushes Out the 
Best Practces for Atacking From a Defensive Positon. See for 
Yourself how Footballer’s Tactcs Gels with the Best Practces for 
the Game at the Highest Level.

Player – Watch These Games and Read Each Game Analysis in Order
to See the Most Efcient Way to Atack From a –---------------------- in 
Football. Focus on the Development of Their Tactcs and Their Goals
in Each Game. Each Game Analysis Flushes Out the Best Practces 
for Atacking From a –----------------. See for Yourself how 
Footballer’s Tactcs Gels with the Best Practces for the Game at the
Highest Level.

Player – Watch These Games and Read Each Game Analysis in Order
to See the Most Efcient Way to Atack From a –------------ in 
Football. Focus on the Development of Their Tactcs and Their Goals
in Each Game. Each Game Analysis Flushes Out the Best Practces 
for Atacking From a –----------------. See for Yourself how 
Footballer’s Tactcs Gels with the Best Practces for the Game at the
Highest Level.

Player – the 2 Man Game is the Most Efcient Way to Advance the 
Ball Up the Field and Break Open A Defense. Watch These Games 
and Read Each Game Analysis in Order to See the Most Efcient 
Way to Atack From the 2 Man Game in Football. Focus on the 
Development of Their Tactcs and Their Goals in Each Game. Each 
Game Analysis Flushes Out the Best Practces for Atacking From 
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the 2 Man Game. See for Yourself how Footballer’s Tactcs Gels with
the Best Practces for the Game at the Highest Level.

Player – the –------------ Defense Has Been Proven Through the 
Scientfc Method to be the Most Efcient Defense afer the 
–--------------------- in Internatonal Football. Watch How This Team 
Defends and Execute the Same Movements and Technique as This 
Defenses to See for Yourself How Footballer’s Tactcs Gels with the 
Best Practces for Defense at the Highest Level.

Player – the 2nd Defense to Watch is the --------------------. Watch How
This Team Defends and Execute the Same Movements and 
Technique as This Defenses to See for Yourself How Footballer’s 
Tactcs Gels with the Best Practces for Defense at the Highest Level.

The Themes of Football

Combined Lessons from the Game Analysis

Lessons from the German Natonal Team

Lessons from the Dutch Natonal Team

Lessons from the Italian Natonal Team

Coaching Lessons from 2 Master Coaches

Valuable Advice from the Master


